THE BIG PICTURE

We are the only Marketplace and Platform for community-based IC and IP design.

1 CUSTOMER REQUESTS

COMMUNITY DEVELOPS

Crowdsourced on-demand IP, ASIC’s and other HW products for long-tail applications.

Collaborative definition and design.

2 CUSTOMER PURCHASES

COMMUNITY DEFINES

Community created IP, ICs and other HW products shared, licensed and forked thru marketplace.
EFABLESS CUSTOMER DELIVERY MODEL – ASIC, IP

1. CUSTOMER REQUESTS
   COMMUNITY DEVELOPS

Crowdsourced on-demand IP, ASIC’s and other HW products for long-tail applications.

Collaborative definition and design.

Design Requests / Requirements / NDAs

Proposals / Feasibility Studies / Formal Quotes

Design / Development

Prototype / Validate / Manufacture

Product OEM / IC Company

Design Partners / Design Community

Foundry
EFABLESS COMMUNITY INNOVATION MODEL

- Design house or community professional to set the specs
- Collaborate with other community members to create the design
- Prototype the solutions
- Publish the design solution in the marketplace
- Forked and improved by others
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